AMARISOFT Amari LTE 100 Wins
Best of 4G Awards
for Mobile Innovation by a Start-Up.
CHICAGO – October 30, 2012 – 4G World 2012 Conference & Expo – AMARISOFT today
announced that its Amari LTE 100 was named the best Mobile Innovation by a Start-Up in
the Best of 4G Awards. Winners were announced at the Best of 4G Awards Ceremony at 4G
World, the only conference and expo covering the entire ecosystem of next-generation 4G
mobile broadband technologies, taking place this week in Chicago.
The Amari LTE 100 is the world first fully software-based 4G LTE (Release 8 - FDD) base
station (eNodeB) running on a PC. Connected to an Ethernet RF frontend (DAC/ADC), all
physical and protocol layer processing is done in real time in the PC, so no dedicated LTE
FPGA or DSP is necessary to work with commercial UE like LTE phones or usb keys.
The Best of 4G Awards, now in its fourth year, recognize businesses and organizations that
are leading innovation and driving the adoption of 4G mobile broadband. The awards
program includes a wide range of categories and was open to all members of the mobile
ecosystem. All submissions were reviewed by an independent panel of judges comprised of
the industry’s leading analysts and academics.
"As a new comer in the field, we are very pleased to be welcomed by the 4G family with this
Award. We are ready to push our software forward and bring new possibilities for Telecom
players to expand 4G network all over the world. We want to thank Joe and his team to
allow such company as our to get some unexpected and instant momentum around AMARI
LTE 100."
“The Best of 4G Awards celebrates excellence in 4G innovation,” says Joe Braue, General
Manager of 4G World. “The caliber of entries received in this year’s awards was very high,
and we congratulate AMARISOFT for demonstrating outstanding innovation and leadership
with their AMARI LTE 100.”
About AMARISOFT
AMARISOFT is delighted to bring some affordable tools and software to the 4G mobile
community to unleash creativity and at the end expand communications among people.
Accessible technology is the basement of possible success story. We at Amarisoft are
working on helping all size of company or individuals being a player in mobile networks of
now and future generation. We hope you'll enjoy the opportunity. For more information,
visit www.amarisoft.com .
About 4G World
4G World is the first and only conference and expo covering the entire ecosystem of
next-generation 4G technologies that enable the mobile Internet revolution, including
mobile network infrastructure, advanced devices, applications and content. Owned and
operated by UBM TechWeb, this show provides insight into the state of the industry today

and explores forward-looking advancements that will affect operators within the mobile
ecosystem in the years ahead. As a ubiquitous network takes hold in the mature markets of
North America, Europe and Asia-Pacific, operators are anticipating massive growth in
broadband data usage and planning their network migration strategies and business
models for monetizing mobile Internet services. 4G World offers attendees an opportunity
to research state-of-the-practice business models and advanced mobile technologies, and
learn from other operators about what works and what doesn't, as they migrate their
networks to 4G. For more information, visit www.4GWorld.com.
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